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NEW NEXABOND™ 2500 INSTANT WOOD ADHESIVE SAVES TIME, MONEY AND
FINISHING HEADACHES
CINCINNATI (May 20, 2013) – Woodworkers and wood products manufacturers can
say goodbye to long assembly times and labor-intensive finishing thanks to Nexabond
2500 Instant Wood Adhesive. This revolutionary new wood glue from Bioformix, Inc.
provides significant time and cost savings with enhanced performance.
Nexabond 2500 adhesive utilizes a unique, water and solvent free formula, dramatically
cutting assembly times. Components glued with Nexabond 2500 adhesive achieve high
strength in minutes, compared to the typical hours to 24 hours required for water-based
carpentry glues. Because Nexabond 2500 adhesive does not contain water, wood joints
don’t swell, eliminating long dry times prior to finishing. Without water, Nexabond 2500
adhesive can bond any wood, even oily woods. Nexabond 2500 adhesive’s quick
bonding chemistry also reduces or eliminates the need for clamping.
In addition to fast, flexible glue-up, Nexabond 2500 adhesive accepts most stains and
finishes. It bonds regardless of humidity and temperature variations. Nexabond 2500
adhesive also works with most wood species, and like an all-purpose adhesive – but
unlike most conventional wood glues – can be used to attach metal, ceramics, glass,
plastic, foam and more to wood.
“Nexabond 2500 Instant Wood Adhesive truly sets a new strength and performance
standard in wood glues,” says Adam Malofsky, Bioformix founder, president and CEO.
“Its water-free formula means trouble-free joinery and assembly. It combines the speed
and versatility of a super glue with the high bond strength of traditional wood glues. With
Nexabond 2500 adhesive, amateur woodworkers or large wood products manufacturers
can make better products faster, without compromises.”
Nexabond 2500 Instant Wood Adhesives will be available from distributors nationwide.
For more information or to find a distributor in your area, call 513-453-0100 or visit
www.bioformix.com.

About Bioformix, Inc.
Founded in 2009 by president and CEO Adam Malofsky and his father, Bernard
Malofsky, PHD, Bioformix, Inc. was formed to commercialize energy efficient, highperformance, sustainable monomers, resins and polymers. Venture capital backed by
over $500 billion in revenue companies, Bioformix will transform energy consumption in
polymer based manufacturing, decorating and assembly. The company is currently
best known for its revolutionary Nexabond™ 2500 Instant Wood Adhesive, a quick
curing, water-free, super durable, instant wood adhesive that allows for a 75% reduction
in cabinet assembly times. For more information, visit www.bioformix.com.
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